Again the party of regression and repression finds its way to pick even more from the pockets of its working people. They come up with one of the cruelest taxes, a tax on warm homes and hot showers. A tax designed to sap what little of the economic energy remains in this state. They promise to "redistribute" some of the receipts to a select group of lower income, while retaining a hefty chunk to waste on schemes. This bill is like a zombie, it just keeps cropping up over and over again.

This is bad for business, it's bad for the people, and it's just plain cruel. If the bill passes, I will do everything in my power to evade paying it. I will purchase my main source of heat, Anthracite, from dealers in PA until such time as I can escape this failed state.

With no respect whatsoever for the dishonorable Senator Cohen and her committee who foist this bill on the people,

John Clark

Moosup Ct.